Numerical phase algorithm for decompression computers and application.
Present generation decompression computers employ a simplified algorithm, limiting dissolved gas build-up in tissue and blood according to a method proposed by Haldane 80 years ago. Such a model works well for single dives, but is usually liberal and theoretically incomplete for multiple exposures within 24 hr spans. Using the critical phase hypothesis in a bubble model, we have extended the classical model of Haldane to multi-exposures. This model is discussed, and a decomputer algorithm described for multi-diving. The focus is permissible bubble excess, not just dissolved gas per se, with phase constraints affecting all tissues, fast and slow, and requiring a systematic lowering of repetitive tissue tensions. Deep repetitive and shallow multi-day exposures are impacted most by the procedure. Within nucleation theory deeper-than-first dives are also treated. A set of multi-diving fractions, xi, accounting for micronuclei excitation and regeneration, reduced bubble elimination in repetitive activity, and coupled effects on tissue tension, are proposed, with xi representing a set of multiplicative factors (less than one) applied to critical tissue tensions for multi-exposures. These factors affect repetitive activity over short time spans, deeper-than-previous and continuous multi-day activities, compared to standard computer software, and are easily encoded into existing decompression meters, potentially extending their range and flexibility over exposure regimes.